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SEASON 47 Annual Report
MISSION

Established at Hope College in 1972, Hope Summer Repertory Theatre is West Michigan’s premiere professional theatre company and produces plays and educational programs of the highest professional standards that address the needs of and enhance the quality of life for Hope College and the West Michigan community.

HSRT commissioned a painting for our 47th season. It was done by Holland artist and author JOEL SCHOON-TANIS. Joel is a celebrated painter who has shown his work around the United States — from Michigan to Florida to Colorado to Washington D.C. As an illustrator, Joel has contributed to more than half a dozen books for children including Dragon Pack Snack Attack. Most notably, he illustrated the New International Reader’s Version of the Kid’s Study Bible for Zondervan. He won the “Moonbeam Children’s Book Award” for his book Swing! He has recently released four new books including, 40: The Biblical Story, A, B, See, As Real As it Gets, and LuLu and The Long Walk.
It is our pleasure to share with you Hope Summer Repertory Theatre’s Annual Report for the season ending on September 30, 2018. Our 47th season was filled with positive change, incredible productions, 46 standing ovations and a company filled with talented actors, technicians, designers and directors. This was also the first year with the leadership of Lenny Banovez, our new Artistic Director, which brought with it new energy, ideas and leadership.

In the pages that follow, you will notice a new narrative emerging from West Michigan’s premier professional theatre company: one with an emphasis on access and inclusion, in addition to our long standing tradition of providing excellent theatre to our community and educational opportunities for aspiring theatre lovers from ages three to seventeen.

At the end of last season we began evaluating every aspect of HSRT, which led us to take on some new initiatives and re-imagine some of the most cherished traditions. From its inception, our founders felt that for the theatre to best serve our community, we must provide an array of offerings – a mixture of musicals, comedies, dramas, and classics. They envisioned a theatre that not only entertains, but at times challenges and hopefully enhances our world-view: A theatre committed to diversity and inclusion. A theatre our community can be proud to support and call its own.

We continue to dedicate ourselves to those ideals and each year work diligently to bring you a summer of exceptional theatre.

As we look ahead to the summer of 2019, we are excited about what Season 48 will be for our community: The Emerging Artist Initiative, which will give our high school theatre lovers an opportunity to be a part of a professional theatre company; a season filled with new and thought provoking productions as well a timeless classic, and outreach initiatives that make it possible for everyone to enjoy the theatre.

We are delighted to make HSRT the place to be for great theatre. Whether you are a season ticket holder, a donor, a visitor, a student, educator or an artistic partner, we look forward to hearing your stories, ideas and thoughts about your Hope Summer Repertory Theatre experiences and memories and how they have impacted your life. Thank you for your ongoing support of this very special place and for being a part of this very special season.

Lenny Banovez
Artistic Director

Anne D. Bakker
Managing Director
Experiencing Live Theatre

- **67** Performances
- **13,557** Seats sold
- **119** Company members
- **17** Groups

Education and Outreach

- **11** Classes/workshops
- **58** Students
- **100%** Increase in enrollment from 2017
- **27** Interns

Community Partnerships

- **277** Patrons For The Arts
- **71** Center Stage Circle Members
- **27** Life Time Passholders
- **90** Theatre Guild Members
- **28** Business Partners
- **1,148** Season Ticket Holders

Growing Our National Profile

- **3,076** Facebook Followers
- **887** Instagram Followers
- **348** Twitter Followers
- **21** States Represented by Company
- **10** Audition Events
- **3** Countries Represented by Company
EXPERIENCING

The Wiz - Tornado
Austin Winter and Jeremiah Beasley
Photo: Ben Douma
On May 20, 2018 the 119-member Company began rehearsals for Hope Summer Repertory Theatre's 47th Season. This season was one of inclusion and understanding, both in thematic elements present in all selected productions, and in intentional hiring and audience development for HSRT. Newly-appointed Artistic Director, Lenny Banovez, laid out an ambitious, fiscally responsible plan for the season with *The Wiz*, *The Odd Couple*, *An Iliad*, *Godspell*, and the world-premier production of *Dragon Pack Snack Attack*, a new musical written by Holland-native, Erik Durham, based on the book illustrated and written by Holland-natives Joel Schoon-Tanis and Jeff Grooters. Through these wide-ranging productions and a breathtakingly talented company, HSRT audiences came together as a community to walk the yellow-brick road with Dorothy, play poker with Oscar and Felix, relive the Trojan War with Homer, listen to parables with the Tribe, and eat burgers with a group of hungry dragons, passing on the tradition of viewing live theatre to a new generation.
POWERCUL

An Iliad
Emily Trask
Photo: Ben Douma
On July 13, 2018 *An Iliad* opened in the new Howard Recital Hall located in the Jack H. Miller Center for the Musical Arts. This new space for HSRT was transformed from road cases to the battle fields of the Trojan War. Using a variety of spaces for performances creates opportunities for our audiences to experience theatre in a variety of settings.

*An Iliad* - Equity Artist, Emily Trask and Cellist, Alicia Storin

There is much to love in HSRT’s *The Wiz*, the first production of their new artistic director. If this show is any indication, the 47-year-old professional company has some exciting days ahead.

> The Odd Couple is a crowd pleaser that fills seats...HSRT’s production is undeniably excellent, and sure to make its grateful audiences laugh out loud.

> Godspell is definitely a show for the 21st Century. The wise words of Jesus resonate well in today’s world. “Overcome evil with love.” “Don’t worry about tomorrow.” And the positive energy of this tribe of enthusiastic followers is the perfect antidote to today’s negativity.

PERFORMANCES

It is so heartening to witness artists so committed to their craft they elevate children’s entertainment to an art. It’s so rarely seen, yet exactly as it should be. Kudos to HSRT for playing to their strengths and for having the vision and skills to put together a show that’s even better than it needs to be.

> It is so heartening to witness artists so committed to their craft they elevate children’s entertainment to an art. It’s so rarely seen, yet exactly as it should be. Kudos to HSRT for playing to their strengths and for having the vision and skills to put together a show that’s even better than it needs to be.

- Encore Michigan
THEATRE

Fractured Fairy Tales Workshop
Photo: Ben Douma
EDUCATION

HSRT was originally founded on the principle of producing professional theatre productions while providing an educational opportunity for young artists to learn about theatre along side professional actors, designers and directors. In keeping with this mission, HSRT expanded the workshops and education initiatives piloted in 2017. Fifty-eight children ages 4-17 from Holland, Zeeland, and the greater Grand Rapids area gathered in DeWitt alongside professional artists to play, explore, and create theatre, in workshops such as “Unleash your Inner Dragon,” “Ease on Down the Road with The Wiz,” “Fractured Fairytales,” “A Hero’s Journey,” and a Masterclass with Artistic Director, Lenny Banovez. 2018 also saw the launch of the High School Apprentice program, an intensive aimed at broadening skills and understanding of theatre, while gaining experience working with a professional theatre company. HSRT artists worked with the apprentices on a performance featured at the Downtown Holland Street Performers Series. The high school apprentices also shadowed rehearsals and company events throughout the season. With more than double the education enrollment of the 2017 season, there is a bright future ahead for engaging kids in purposeful, communal, vocal and physical theatre education.
ACCESS

Steps to Attending The Theatre
with Benjamin’s Hope Group
This season HSRT began the multi-year process to improve accessibility for patrons from a diversity of economics, geography, culture, and ability through the launch of a sensory-friendly initiative to directly increase accessibility for patrons with autism and other developmental disabilities. Throughout the season, HSRT developed sensory packs, social stories, and “Going to the Theatre” guides to give patrons of all abilities the opportunity to enjoy a welcoming, safe, and comfortable theatre experience. HSRT partnered with Benjamin’s Hope - a “live, work, play, worship” organization designed to address the multifaceted needs of adult individuals and families affected by autism and other intellectual and developmental differences. Members of HSRT’s company joined Benjamin’s Hope’s Life Enrichment group for a guided play workshop, and invited residents to experience the steps of attending the theatre, including a performance from company member, Marcus Martin. HSRT continues to invest in education and resources associated with our hearing-assist system in order to enrich the experience of hearing-impaired patrons. We look forward to plans for expanded accessibility initiatives in the coming seasons.

FOR ALL

“Thank you for being both students and teachers with us, HSRT!”

-Benjamin’s Hope
COMMUNITY

Hope College Bridge Program
Talk Back with members of The Wiz Cast
HSRT strongly believes that engagement with the practice of theatre positively impacts our community, with entertainment, performance, workshops, and volunteer opportunities. Through our long-term participatory partnership with Children’s After School Achievement (CASA), HSRT renewed its commitment to dedicate all seats for one children’s performance per season at no cost to CASA and its participants. New partnerships with the Hope College Bridge program and Ottawa County Department of Public Health “Meet Up and Eat Up” allowed HSRT to introduce live theatre to new audiences, and participating with Miranda Park Parties, Square Play Café Storytime, Downtown Holland Street Performers, Senior Community Day, and many other events brought HSRT continuing opportunities to develop deeper relationships within our community.

The experience with HSRT was amazing, it was great for our group to see a show that was unapologetically black, and based off of one of the most iconic, predominantly black films created. Watching the young stars play their characters, for many of us who had grown up watching The Wiz, was incredible. For those who had never seen or heard of The Wiz, and only The Wizard of Oz; being able to talk to the cast about their roles, and what it meant to them to have the experience of continuing the legacy of The Wiz as young black actors, was very inspiring to me and many of the Hope College Bridge students. The opportunity to get to know the cast, talk with them, laugh with them, and even learn one the dances from the show was incredible! - Hope College Bridge Program Student
MAKING

Jimmy Nguyen - Roofus
Donavon Chambers - Hobart
Photo: Ben Douma
MEMORIES

Since the 2012 season, HSRT has been taking steps in diversifying our audiences to better reflect the demographics of the Holland community through commitment to diverse hiring practices, flexible casting in all productions, selection of plays/musicals with significant characters of color, recommitment to our participatory partnership with CASA, offering need-based scholarships to workshop participants, introducing sensory-friendly tools before and during performances, and consistent upkeep and audience education surrounding the hearing-assist system. The 2019 season will see a continuation of these practices with expanded partnerships with community organizations.

“We were taking pictures after a performance, and one little boy came up and only wanted a picture with me. I said thank you so much for coming to the show, what was you favorite part? He said you were! I said I love that and laughed. I said goodbye and as he left with his mom he said “Mommy he looks just like me!” - Donavan Chambers, Hobart in Dragon Pack Snack Attack
And ultimately...Director Lenny Banovez’s curtain speech is undoubtedly true when he claims that this show (Godspell) is his greatest achievement and that the talent of this cast is limitless and their futures are bright.

- Revue West Michigan

toward the FUTURE

HSRT announced its 48th season on the evening of August 8 to a live audience. We are pleased to be presenting six productions for audiences of all ages next summer, including an American classic musical, a taste of Shakespeare, a powerful drama of the Civil War and a musical whodunit mystery in West Side Story, Shakespeare in Love, truth: The Testimonial of Sojourner Truth, Murder for Two, The Old Man and The Old Moon, and Elephant and Piggie’s ‘We are in a Play!, along with a new Emerging Artists Initiative. In addition to the benefits to the community of a live theatre experience, HSRT’s 2019 season will include opportunities for audiences to express themselves through panels and audience discussions, workshops, and educational outreach associated with each production.
GOALS
OBJECTIVES

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre’s 2018 season was full of self-improvement and we raised expectations for the future. We strengthened our connections with the Holland/Zeeland area, and continued our tradition of providing excellent theatre in West Michigan. We are confident that Season 47 has laid the groundwork for a strong and vibrant future. In keeping with setting goals for measurable progress, our goals for the 2019 season include:

• Produce a season at a quality level that our patrons and the West Michigan Community have grown to expect.
• Increase non-ticket revenue to $250,000.
• Increase attendance numbers from the 2018 Season.
• Double the amount of submitted grant applications.
• Increase advertising and business sponsorships from the 2018 season.
• Increase participation and focus on our education programs.
• Eliminate the deficit.
• Increase and review audience and patron feedback.
• Continue community outreach.
• Develop a leadership succession plan for major leadership positions.

WE ARE ON OUR WAY...

1. Since we closed Season 47, HSRT has achieved one of its major goals: securing a State of Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs (MCACA) grant for $15,000. This is the first time HSRT has received a grant of this type, and we look forward to the doors this award will open toward securing additional grants and gifts.
2. We are 84% of the way toward matching the number of Early Bird Season Tickets sold compared to 2018. We are excited about the momentum this creates toward meeting our ticket revenue goals.

FROM OUR AUDIENCE...

"Keep up the great work! We are fortunate to have such an outstanding theatre company in our community.

Outstanding season! Looking forward to what all of the “new blood” brings to the table. Excited to see good changes! Way to go HSRT!"

"25% of the 2018 Company was Hope College Students and Alumni: (left to right): Front Row: Brynne Fritjofson, Anne Bakker, Rachel Dion, Emmie Sandstedt, Cara Maas Second Row: Saem Cho, Gracen Barth, Mikayla Contreras, Teresa Cameon, Kierney Johnson, Megan Clark, Mollie Murk Third Row: Ben Douma, Ken Chamberlain, Kenny Cole, Nils Fritjofson, Griffin Baer, Reagan Chesnut, Riley Wilson, Eric Van Tassell Not pictured: Chip Duford, Paul Anderson, Claire Bouwkamp"
A special thank you to the 2018 Center Stage Circle and our Corporate and Foundation Sponsors whose generosity reflects their commitment to the continued presence and growth of our theatre in the community.

Corporate and Foundation Sponsors

Brooks Family Fund
Holland Zeeland Community Foundation
Barbara Bradley Baekgaard Family Foundation
Cookie Jar Foundation
GE Foundation
Request Foods, Inc.

The Producers Circle
Cal Beltmand & Jan Alpert
Mr. & Mrs. James W. F. Brooks
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. Muzzy Jr.

The Directors Circle
Ms. Barbara Timmer and Ms. Catherine Benkaim
Mary Schakel Van Heyningen
Mrs. Lynne R. Watling

The Playwrights Circle
Mrs. Audrey Bloemendaal
Scott and Amanda Brooks
Paul and Janet Elzinga
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Gough
Mrs. Penelope Lumsden
Jon and Marla Lunderberg

The Actors Circle
Ms. Anne Bakker & Mr. Thomas Davelaar
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald W. Deenik
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald A. Mulder
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald and Barbara Bakker
Mr. Theodore A. DuMez
Ms. Joyce Nilsen
Bob and Sue Campbell
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Forth
Peter and Alice Sargent
Jeff and Dawn Chesnut
Mary and Dan George
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin A. Smith III
Mr. & Mrs. Mark J. Cook
Mr. & Mrs. Arlyn J. Lanting
Mrs. Barbara Jeanne Stockman
Cecilia and Dan DeCook
Dr. Marjorie Maas
Sam and Jean Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Gough
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Gough
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Gough
We want to thank all of the people listed for their generosity which plays an important part in the life of our theatre. All of our Performing and Fine Arts at Hope College are supported by gifts of the Patrons for the Arts. HSRT receives a $35,000 grant annually.

**Hope College Patrons for the Arts**

**Benefactors** gifts of $500.00 +
- John and Nicki Arendshorst
- Thomas and Sharon Arendshorst
- Betty Arendshorst
- John and Susan Barwis
- Ron Bates
- Audrey Bloemendaal
- Jim and Barbara Boelkins
- Bryan and Cathy Bouwes
- Jim and Donna Brooks
- Scott and Amanda Brooks
- Jim and Martie Bultman
- William and Marcia Butterfield
- Joan Conway
- Lorna and Chris Cook
- Bill Currie
- Ron and Jessie Dalman
- David De Block and Kristen Gray
- Betty De Witt
- Marlies De Witt
- Maxine DeBruyn
- Doug and Sandy DeKock
- Hank and Alyce Doele
- Ted DuMez
- Herb and Pat Eldean
- Paul and Janet Elzinga
- Thomas and Heather Gough
- John and Dede Howard
- Kay Hubbard and Daniel Fisher
- Jim and Ginger Jurries
- Roger and Marty Kempers
- George and Roberta Kraft
- Dick Kruizenga
- Arlyn and Marcia Lanting
- Huw Lewis
- Joe Logan
- David and Donna Lowry
- Don and Peg Ludens
- Jon and Marla Lunderberg
- Marje Maas
- Edward and Diana Marsilje
- Sam and Jean Martin
- Bruce and Carla Masselink
- Tony and Elly Mierdeman
- Dick and Susan Muzzy
- Leona and Jacob Nyehuis
- Seymour and Esther Padnos
- Timothy Penning
- Jerry and Elise Redeker
- William and Maura Reynolds
- David Roossien
- Mary Schakel
- Ben and Judy Smith
- Neal and Elizabeth Sobania
- Chris Spencer
- John and Judy Spoelhof
- Dave and Betsy Stavenger
- Bob and Deborah Sterken
- Linda Strout
- Barbara Timmer and Catherine Benkaim
- Paul and Ione Trap
- F. Phillip Van Eyl
- Robert and Mary Van Voorst
- Gordon Van Wylen
- Doug and Kay Walvoord
- Robert and Leslie Weissman
- Cecil and Bette Williams
- Pat Williams
- Sara and Boyd Wilson
- George Zuidema

**Sponsors** gifts of $350.00 to $499.00
- Michelle Bombe and Curt Tofteland
- JoAnne Brooks
- Paul and Pat DeYoung
- Bruce and Susan Formsma
- Paul and Janice Geerlings
- Alan and Gail Hering
- John and Marilyn Tammi
- Elliot and Elaine Tanis
- John and Patricia Tyssie
- Peter von Websky and Daina Robins

**Advocates** gifts of $200.00 to $349.00
- Edmund Anderson and Ann Piet Anderson
- David and Jane Armstrong
- Richard and Alice Benthall
- John and Claudia Berry
- Connie Boersma
- Jud and Caddie Bradford
- Don and Jocelyn Bussies
- Robert and Susan Campbell
- Rod and Linda Carlson
- Bob De Nooyer and Colette Volkema-De Nooyer
- Mark de Roo
- Sue and Tom Den Herder
- Gary and Joyce Dewitt
- Mark and Dawn DeWitt
- Bill and Sally Deoebler
- John and Linda Dykstra
- Derek Emerson and Mary Ann Permesang
- Francis and Janice Fike
- Mary and Daniel George
- Jayne Geribo
- Craig and Karen Hall
- Stephen Hempenway
- Tim and Anne Hemingway
- R. Bruce and Carol Himebaugh
- Stephanie and Josh Hughes
- Douglas and Mary-Jo Iverson
- Roger and Kristen Kennedy
- Paul and Jack Kleinheksel
- Susan Lantz Vanderbilt
- Carolyn and Warren Lowry
- Norm Lunderberg
- Bruce and Linda McCombs
- Eileen and John Nordstrom
- Peg and Jeffrey Padnos
- Rob and Cindy Pocock
- John and Ann Query
- Eileen and Christopher Raphael
- Bob and MaryAlice Ritzema
- Fred and Rosemary Sotok
- Gordon and Barbara Stegink
- Sally and David Tapley
- Tony and Deb Van Houten
- Kurtis Van Koevering
- Rick and Mary Vanden Berg
- Jack and Mary Westrate
- Willis and Ella Weymon
- Wiley and Karen Wilson
- Roger and Wilma Winkels
- Karen Zoetewey

**Supporters** gifts of $100.00 to $199.00
- Marc and Patty Baer
- Waltraud Beckmann
- Elton and Elaine Bruins
- Carol Ceithaml
- Michel Conroy
- Dennis and Mary De Witt
- James and Nancy DeBoer
- Ron and Terrie Deenik
- Andrew and Jeanine Dell’Olio
- Lamont and Ruth Dirks
- Robert and Karla Duimstra
- Natalie Dykstra
- Bruce Evans and Mary Linda Graham
- Jack and Judy Faber
- Matthew and Kristen Farmer
- Janis Gibbs
- Michael and Colleen Hill
- Steven and Joellen Hoogerwerf
- Christina Hornbach
- John and Sue Hutchinson
- Steven Iannacone
- Mary Jellemma
- Jeffrey Johnson and Beth Peter
- Martha Joyn
- Joel and Madelon Krissoff
- Cal and Vonnie Langejans
- James Lilly
- Glenn and Jane Lowe
- Christine and Dan Nelson
- Andy and Sabina Otterman
- Pablo Peschiera
- Mary Porter
- Pauline Remy
- Brad Richmond and Jennifer Wolfe
- Ellen Reck
- Linda Salisbur
- Donald and Lois Schreur
- Stephen and Caroline Simon
- Rita Snow
- Donald and Audrey Strout
- Katherine Sullivan
- Kimberly Swartout and Troy Westerhof
- Peter and Judith Theune
- Steve and Peg Van Grouw
- Jim and Nancy Van Heest
- Herb and Ann Walter
- Ron and Margery Wiegerink
- Virginia Wilson

**The Odd Couple**
- Chip Duford - Oscar Madison
- Michael J Barnes - Felix Unger

**HSRT High School Apprentice Company**
- Street Performers - Downtown Holland
The HSRT Internship Endowment for Students in Theatrical Arts

Funded through the estate of Dr. Earle M. Van Heyningen.

This fund was established to provide funds for student internships in the theatrical arts.

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre provides internship opportunities for students from all over the country. It is an opportunity to work alongside professional actors, directors, technical staff and administrators while earning college credit and invaluable experience in all aspects of theatre and non-profit management. This season we had 27 interns working in every area of HSRT.

Life Time Passholders

The Hope Summer Repertory Theatre celebrates the support and commitment of these special individuals who have contributed to us in a wide variety of ways. In recognition of their exceptional support they have been awarded life-time passes to the theatre.

Priscilla Atkins
Jim & Donna Brooks
Dr. Jack & Leona Nyenhuis
Dr. Jim & Martie Bultman
Bill & Maura Reynolds
David Colacci & Susan Ericksen
Mr. & Mrs. Don Schreur
Marlies DeWitt
Mary Schakel
Mrs. Richard A. DeWitt
Louis & Deb Schakel
Ken and Lorna Freestone
John & Marilyn Tammi
Glenn & Jane Lowe
Dr. Gordon Van Wylen
Elly & Tony Muiderman
Pat Williams

Business Performance Sponsors

The Business Promoter Performance Sponsor and Ticket Program salutes West Michigan businesses for their contribution to the development of HSRT’s audience through the purchase of a significant number of tickets. Grateful acknowledgment is granted to these members of the Business Promoter Program:

Goog’s Pub & Grub
Hilliard Lyons
Huntington Bank
Parkway Electric
Kathleen M. Stratton, DDS, PC
Westshore Financial Services
Zeeland Family Dentistry

2018 Theatre Guild Members

Founded in 1980 The Hope Theatre Guild members support HSRT by enhancing the experience for the HSRT company and Holland community through service, outreach and financial support.

Judy Achterhof
Gigi Anning
Alyssa Anning
Caroline Atkinson
Jan Boeve
Ronald Boeve
Grace Bouwman
Donna Brooks
Jim Brooks
Tim Crosby
Sony Crosby
Jessie Dalman
Nancy Deboer
Jim Deboer
Jackie Degroot
Anna Dekruyter
Amy Dekruyter
Janet DiVozzo
Laura Dykstra
Bruce Fommsma
Susan Fommsma
Kathy Foster
Josh Franken
Bethany Franken
Mary George
Bob Hoekstra
Juna Hoekman
Pat Hoving
Andrew Hulce
Laura Hulce
Kim Jasperse
David Jasperse
Diann Koeman
Gloria Koeman
Darrell Koopmans
Debra Koopmans
Arthur Kurtze
Kathy Kurtze
Cory Lakatos
Susan Liang
Yvonne McDougal
Kimberly Meyer
Cynthia Mokma
Mary Morris
Vikki Morris
Mary Mowu
Patti Mulder
Jon Mulder
Dutch Nyboer
Cindy Nyboer
Jacob Nyenhuis
Leona Nyenhuis
AI Nykamp
Keri Nykamp
Dawn Oren
Jim Oren
Al Osman
Jane Osman
Erin Osman
Rob Pauls
Kate Pauls
Dianne Phillips
Bard Poppe
Rich Poppe
Diane Riemersma
Jenna Roberts
Bob Sadowski
Deb Schakel
Mary Schakel
Patti Schreur
Chuck Sikkel
Sandra Sikkel
Suzette Staal
John Tammi
Marilynn Tammi
Brenda Teterorst
Judy Theune
Peter Theune
Ione Trap
Paul Trap
Annie Valkema
Duane VandenBrink
Ginger VandenBrink
Jon VanDuijen
Claire VanDuijen
Davd VanDuijen
Deb VanDuijen
Nette VanDuijen
Dan Vos
Sue Vos
Rajean Walters

Contact HSRT

141 E. 12th St.
Holland, MI 49423
616.395.7600 - office
616.395.7890 - tickets
www.hope.edu/hsrt • hsrt@hope.edu
Powerful and resonant, indeed... transmitted wordlessly, the culmination of all the talent working together on stage, and emerges in the final number, “Home,” directly through Maya Lagerstam’s incomparable Dorothy, whose voice reverberates throughout the theatre, shaking all the audience members to their core.

.. it’s nothing less than spirit moving directly through her and into those in her presence, in turn, moving them—if not to tears then at the very least to their feet.

- Revue West Michigan

The Wiz - Maya Lagerstam, Dorothy
Photo: Ben Douman